Bmw e46 325xi

The body styles of the range are:. All-wheel drive , which was last available in the 3 Series in ,
[9] was reintroduced for the E46 on the xi, xi and xd models. Following the introduction of the
E90 3 Series sedans in late , the E46 began to be phased out. In late , design work began under
chief designer Chris Bangle and continued into Chris Bangle and Dr. Production development
of the sedan took 24 months following design freeze and was 31 months from executive board
styling approval in to its start of series production in December The E46 sedan was unveiled via
press release on 11 November and was launched on the market at the end of April with
customer deliveries. Factory specifications are listed below. The electronic components in the
E46 are more integrated than previous generations of 3 Series, including the use of a CAN bus
system. The E46 M3, first introduced in October , was available with the 3. The M3's S54 engine
has a redline of 8, rpm. As with most M engines, the S54 has 6 individual throttle bodies , in this
case electronically operated drive-by-wire throttle. The engine featured dry sump lubrication as
its racing counterpart and bigger radiators. The stiffer chassis and suspension system were a
carryover from the race version. The car was lowered further than a standard M3 and featured
additional strut braces between the firewall and strut towers as well as between the right shock
towers. The redesigned front and rear fascias and the rear wing optimised aerodynamics. The
roof, the hood, the rear wing and front and rear fascias were made from carbon-fibre in order to
reduce weight. Notable changes made to the interior included leather Recaro bucket seats,
removal of rear seats and special M3 GTR sill plates. The Alpina "B3 3. In September , the
facelift LCI versions of the sedan and Touring were released for the model year. In March , the
facelift LCI versions of the coupe and convertible models except M3 were released for the model
year. The highest selling year for the E46 chassis was , when , vehicles were sold worldwide.
The Spec E46 cars are built to a standard with limited modifications, to create a level playing
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A VF supercharger kit for the E46 adds hp and over 50ft-lbs of torque in a bolt-on package that
can be installed over a weekend! VF disassembled the stock ECU software, re-wrote it using
their own maps and algorithims, and tuned the i specifically for their Vortech supercharger.
Boost is set at 6psi but thanks to VF software tuning the expected gains are the same, or more,
than kits running greater boost. The goal was better-than-factory drivability and smoothness
with more power in the mid-high RPM range. The VF kit has been designed to run from the stock
serpentine belt layout but with a longer OEM-style belt. This retains the use of the stock belt
tensioner assembly so there is no need to manually tension the belt or run into belt slipping
issues. All intake ducts are molded from polypropylene plastic for smooth airflow and light
weight. All major components are finished in stealthy black anodize or dye for an OEM

appearance. VF is one of the leading Vortech supercharger kit manufacturers in the world. Their
expertise has been applied to BMWs as well as Lamborghinis and Audis with unmatched quality
and results. All components are backed by a one year warranty. Comprehensive installation
instructions are included with an expected install time of approximately 8 hours. The kit is fully
reversible to restore the car back to stock. All major components are Made in California. There
is simply no easier way to hp gains that is less intrusive and retains OEM functionality of other
systems. S54 swaps may have an OE appeal but requires a long parts list and specific expertise
in BMW electronics to complete. And thorough care and attention to detail are required to reach
a level of OE factory fit and finish without looking sloppy and unprofessional. All of that is not
an issue with a VF supercharger kit that looks and performs like it was installed on the
production line in Munich. Notice of Emissions Non-Compliance. This supercharger forms part
of a vehicle's emissions equipment. Removing, disabling, or altering emissions equipment on a
pollution-controlled road vehicle is illegal. Installing devices or software that trick, disable, or
modify emissions controls and monitors on a pollution-controlled road vehicle is also illegal.
Unless noted above, this product is not legal for installation or use in California on any pollution
controlled motor vehicle. Not legal for installation or use on any pollution controlled motor
vehicle in any state, province, or jurisdiction governed by, or which has adopted, CARB or EPA
regulations. Be the First To Know. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Our easy to navigate online
catalog allows you to quickly browse through our diverse offering of BMW xi Parts. The easiest
way to use eEuroparts. There are two ways to do this. First, you can use the Vehicle Selector
above. Simply choose the year, make, model, and engine. Any category you select will show
parts that fit only your selected vehicle. That link will take you to your BMW xi model page
where you can select your year and engine. If you're still having trouble finding the BMW xi
parts you're looking for, email us at Contact Us. Our team of knowledgeable customer service
experts will help you find the xi parts you need. In order to add an item to a project you must be
logged in. If you do not have an account please click the link below. Thank you for taking the
time to provide us with your suggestions for improving eEuroparts. If you have any questions
please contact us. Thank you for taking the time to let us know about an issue with one of our
listings. Want to narrow your results? We are processing a warranty replacement order for you.
Warranty replacement orders add a "hold" to your credit card in the amount of the replacement
order. This "hold" will only be completed into a charge in the event that the warranty item is not
returned to us within 1 week of receiving the replacement item or the item is being returned for
reasons other than the warranty issue stated. If you are using a debit card for this order the
"hold" will temporarily make the full amount of the funds unavailable for your use. If you're
using a debit card we suggest you switch to a credit card. Do I have your authorization to
proceed? Please select your T-Shirt size below. T-shirts may not ship with your order. Please
allow weeks for delivery This will not affect your orders shipment. Contact eEuroparts. Select
Your Vehicle to find parts that fit. Select a Y
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ear Your VIN returned multiple car options. This happens when the VIN lookup software we use
does not return specific engine or trim information. Click your engine or body trim option
below:. VIN: Vehicle Name:. This item requires a VIN to order. The VIN is used to ensure that this
part fits your vehicle. I agree to the Special Order policy. Select Your BMW xi. Engines - M54 - 2.
Valve Cover Nut Seal. Add to Cart. Wheel Bolt M12x1. Engine Oil Filter. Valve Stem Seal. Spark
Plug Platinum. Fuel Pump Assembly. Expanding Rivet. Electrical Connector Terminal. Spark
Plug. Engine Oil Drain Plug Gasket 12x2. Please Login In order to add an item to a project you
must be logged in. Share Link:. Thank you for your feedback. Log in here to share this part - Or Register an account below. Enter the name and email you would like to share this part with.
Your email has been sent. Select your vehicle below. Your shirt size has been selected!
Convertible Top. Cooling System. Fuel System. Wiper System.

